Vehicles D6 / Sienar Fleet Systems Mob
Imperial
MPDSL
Craft: Sienar Fleet Systems Mobile
Planetary Defence Super Laser (MPDSL)
Type: Defence Laser
Scale: Walker
Length: 19.2m
Skill: Ground Vehicle Operation: MPDSL
Crew: 2+10Gunners
Passengers: 0
Cargo Capacity: 250kg
Cover: Full
Altitude Range: Ground level
Maneuverability: 0D
Move: 14; 40kmh
Body Strength: 4D
Weapons:
Super-Laser *
Fire Arc: Turret
Scale: Capital
Skill: Capital Ship Gunnery
Fire Control: 4D
Space Range: 6-30/72/150
Atmosphere Range: 12-60/144/300km
Damage: 12D

*: The Superlaser charges 2D damage every minute, and can only fire when charged to full power.
Description: As planets fell to one side or another during the Galactic Civil War, their planetary defence
lasers and sheilds were often destroyed, leaving the victory with a world requiring protection until these
installations could be rebuilt. This usually meant leaving capital ships stationed in orbit, tieing up these
valuable vessels. The MPDSL was a solution to this problem, a powerful laser built into a mobile chassis,
which could be deployed onto planets which had lost their own defence lasers, or put onto planets in
danger of invasion as extra defence. The MPDSL could then deploy itself, and use its extremely powerful
laser to engage starships in orbit. The Super Laser used in the MPDSL is a scaled down version of that
in the Death Stars, and while a very powerful weapon capable of causing severe damage to even the
largest capital ships, is not large or strong enough to destroy planets, and although the weapon can be
turned against surface targets its minimum range means it has difficulty engaging any targets except
installations.
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